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Summary





CONDITIONS WITH PATHOLOGIC CHANGES
THAT CAN OVERLAP WITH CELIAC DISEASE





Aim of study
� 126 Goblet cell adenocarcinomas were evaluated 
� Histologically they were graded as: 

� Grade 1: Low-grade: >75% low grade pattern
� Grade 2: intermediate-grade: >50% and <75% low grade 

pattern
� Grade 3: high-grade goblet cell adenocarcinomas: <50% 

low grade pattern







Grade 1 goblet cell adenocarcinoma having >75% low-
grade patterns. 



Elongate tubular appearance. 



Focal limited tubular 
fusion. 

Well formed tubules with
oncocytic cytoplasm. 
(Microglandular pattern).



Low-grade pattern in goblet cell adenocarcinoma.
In tumors with abundant extracellular mucin, Low-grade pattern in goblet cell adenocarcinoma.



High-grade histologic pattern



High-grade histologic pattern in goblet cell adenocarcinoma:
fusion of goblet cell clusters. 

High-grade histologic pattern in goblet cell
adenocarcinoma: jagged glands lined by cuboidal cells with
high-grade cytologic features resembling conventional 
adenocarcinoma.



Kaplan-Meier survival curves for the cohort based
on tumor grade, using our proposed grading system

The histological grade correlated with overall survival independent of stage, 
with median overall survival of 204, 86, and 29 months, respectively. 



Kaplan-Meier survival curves for the cohort based on tumor stage.

Tumor stage also correlated with overall survival.





� Retrospective study of 105 tumors. 
� The tumors were subclassified as low grade, with 

retained organoid pattern, equivalent to classic type, 
and high grade, defined as loss of organoid pattern,

� The proportion (%) of low and high grades was 
calculated. 

� High-grade component estimated as : 
� 0-39%, 
� 40% to 89%, 
� and >90% 



Low-grade histology
Classic morphology of GCC, with organoid nests 
lined by goblet cells with minimal stromal reaction

Dilated tubules due to secretion 
and necrotic debris 

Tubules markedly dilated due to necroinflammatory debris, 
the morphology merging to that of well-differentiated 
adenocarcinoma

Infiltrating tubules, which show remarkable 
resemblance to non-neoplastic crypts



High-grade histology 
� Comprised a wide range of histologic features all 

characterized by a loss of organoid morphology, 
including:
� Irregular, angulated, enlarged, or confluent nests 
� Complex branching cords, diffuse sheets, large lobules,
� Discohesive cells, and single-cell files
� Foci with morphological features similar to enteric-type 

adenocarcinoma
� Neuroendocrine components ranged from 0 to 90% 

(median 5)



High-grade histology 
A, Markedly expanded nests. B, Irregular nests.

C, Complex branching nests. D, Angulated, irregular nests within extracellular mucin
pools



Solid sheets (upper half) and confluent 
irregular nests of goblet cells (lower half) B, Area of signet ring cell 

carcinoma

Area resembling lobular 
carcinoma of breast 

C Single-cell file (upper half) and intestinal-
like adenocarcinoma (lower half)



Results
� Staging and proportion of high-grade histology may 

provide important prognostic information.
� Neuroendocrine component was insignificant in both 

low- and high-grade areas. 
� This tumor type is best regarded as a variant of 

adenocarcinoma, and the term crypt cell 
adenocarcinoma more appropriately reflects the 
nature and origin of this tumor group.



Distribution of high-grade component values stratified by

STAGE. 

Median high-grade value was significantly higher in stages

III/IV compared to stages I/II (95% versus 0%, P b .001).



A, Cancer-specific survival (CSS) curves 
in patients with stage I/II, stage III. and 
stage IV disease. 

B, Cancer-specific survival (CSS)
curves in patients with tumors with high-grade 
component of 0% to 39%, 40% to 89%, and 90% to 
100%.



� There was significant difference in CSS when the cases 
were grouped by high-grade component: 0-39%, 40% 
to 89%, and >90%  (P < .001)



� By univariate analysis, size, stage, high-grade 
component, nuclear grade, surgery, and chemotherapy 
correlated with cancer-related survival (CSS).

� By multivariate analysis, stage (P = .001), high-grade 
component (P = .008), and tumor size (P = .005) 
correlated with CSS





� Prospective study, 1265 patients without Lynch syndrome 
who had stage II/III colorectal cancer were characterized 
according to:
� MMR gene expression as proficient (p) or deficient (d) and 
� TIL response as high or low.

� Only lymphocytes infiltrating tumor epithelial cells in 5 hpf counted
� 2 or >TIL: High
� <2 TIL: Low

� Combinations of these features were correlated with disease-
free survival (DFS). 

� The results were validated in a separate cohort of 600 cancer 
patients.



� Deficient MMR status has been associated with a good 
prognostic status, but new evidence shows it is 
dependent on TIL status.

� Question:
� When combined, can MMR and TIL status offer better 

prognostic information than histopathological, 
transcriptomic, and genomic subtypes?



Better Together: TIL/MMR Subtypes Improve 
Prognostication in Stage II/III Colorectal Cancer





Better Together: TIL/MMR Subtypes Improve 
Prognostication in Stage II/III Colorectal 
Cancer



(Gastrointest Endosc 2018;-:1-12.)

Substantial evidence indicates that histology accurately predicts clinical relapse, 
hospitalization, corticosteroid use, and development of dysplasia

Compared with endoscopy, findings suggest that histology may be more 
predictive of these outcomes

Because microscopic disease activity can persist in the absence of clinical or 
endoscopic disease activity, histology may be the ideal marker of inflammation

Assessment of disease activity is essential for developing and determining 
appropriate therapy in patients with ulcerative colitis (UC). 



� Validated clinical and endoscopic scoring systems have 
been established to accurately define disease activity









� Standardized definitions of histologic response and 
remission and a biopsy procurement protocol are 
needed to guide clinical decision making.

� A 5-category classification system based on disease 
chronicity/activity and basal plasmacytosis is 
proposed.









Histological Classification


